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THE LALIT LONDON
EPR Architects and Archer Humphryes
have been appointed to lead the
conversion of a former grammar school
into a 70-key luxury hotel for The Lalit
Suri Hospitality Group.
The Grade II-listed property, originally
designed by architect Edward Mountford, was
built in two phases in the 1800s and became
known as St. Olave’s Grammar School. More
recently, it housed Lambeth College.
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Situated close to London’s evolving South
Bank, the heritage building is being developed
by Grand Hotel and Investments Group to
provide boutique hotel accommodation, a
restaurant, bar and spa facilities. It will be The
Lalit’s first hotel in London. Headquartered in
New Delhi, The Lalit Suri Hospitality Group
is India’s largest privately owned hotelier with
17 luxury hotels across the country.
The Lalit London will offer 70 guestrooms
of varying sizes including the first floor
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Headmaster’s Room, set to be transformed
into a luxurious suite.
The former Great Hall will become the
hotel’s restaurant and event space, while The
Governors Room with its panelled walls and
elaborate plaster cornicing will be converted
into a cocktail bar. A spa and gym will be
located in a new basement space underneath
the existing building.
Construction and design is under way and
the hotel is expected to open late 2015.
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ZINC TEXTILE
GLAMORAMA WALLCOVERINGS
Staying true to the glamorous soul of the Zinc
Textile brand, Glamorama features a variety
of designs, colours and effects. Encompassing
ten diverse designs, the wallcoverings include
replicas of Shagreen, Mosaic, opalescent Mica
and antiqued plaster expertly printed on foils.
Bold new designs, either flocked with a velvety
touch or textured to look like fabric, include
asymmetrical geometrics and a fashioninspired Houndstooth. Zinc Textile has also
launched the Surround Wallcovering collection.
www.zinctextile.com

WATERWORKS
SHOWROOM OPENING
Waterworks has made its UK debut with a
luxury bathroom showroom in London’s
Chelsea Design Quarter. Located on King’s
Road, the three-level location will cater to
industry professionals as well as consumers,
offering an inviting studio space on its top
floor for designers and clients to work at their
leisure. Product highlights include the RW Atlas
range of industrial-inspired shower systems
and unlacquered brass taps from the Henry
range that celebrate the revival of warmer
finishes in the bathroom.
www.waterworks.com

EPR ARCHITECTS
HAMPTON BY HILTON
Opened in January 2014, Gatwick Airport’s Hampton by
Hilton hotel was formerly an office building, completely
refurbished and reclad by EPR Architects. The 192-room
hotel has been transformed with the incorporation of
an internal lightwell, as well as state-of-the-art acoustic
glazing, ensuring guests are undisturbed by airport noise.
Showcasing Hilton’s new Dove colour scheme, EPR’s interiors
design team has created a light and vibrant hotel space,
offering a haven for guests within the busy transport hub.
www.epr.co.uk
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KARNDEAN
ART SELECT
Luxury vinyl flooring supplier Karndean has
unveiled the updated premium collection
of Art Select Stones and Woods. Inspired
by natural materials, the ranges showcase
Karndean’s most intricate and realistic
embosses to date, each handcrafted to reflect
the unique patterns and textures of real wood
and stone. The Stone collection features four
slate, three marble, three travertine and four
limestone designs, while the Art Select Wood
range welcomes three new parquet colours;
taking the total to seven designs.
www.karndean.com
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